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Scope of Study: This report has been prepared to help the 

student, teacher, parent, or anyone who is interested in 
career guidance in mathematics in order that they might 
have at hand: (1J a brief summary of the importance of 
mathematics to .everyone; t2) some of the major occ.upa
tions employing young people with good mathematical 
backgrounds; and t3) a summary of what one may expect 
to find in courses which deal with so-called ''modern 
mathematics••, which is just beginning to have a great 
impact on the high school. 

Findings and Conclusions: Mathematics and the way of think
ing out a problem it teaches are essential for anyone 
in any kind of work and knowing what mathematics can do 
is a great help in business or any other career. 

Mathematics is no longer considered to be merely a tool 
for such fields as engineering and physics, but has come 
into its own as a field of endeavor. Mathematics majors 
may now find employment as statisticians, members of 
operations research teams in industry or government, 
actuaries, and high school and college teachers where 
the work requires primarily a sound background in math
ematics as a prerequisite for success and future advance
ment. 

The mathematics curriculum in the high school is under
going a change in order to meet the needs of the high 
school student. There is some new subject matter but, 
more important perhaps, is the point of view from which 
both the old and new subject matter will be approached. 
This is the reason for its being called 1 'modern math
ematics. ' 1 
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:FREFACE 

In today's modern, highly-technic~l society ma.thematics 

has attained an important, recogn.ized poeitlon as the found ... 

· ,ation of moet of the s91encE;rs. In recent years e,ttempts have 

been made to apply .1t tq the Social Sciences as well. The 
' result ha~ been an increa~.ed demand for mathematicians from 

the trtiining of B.A. to Ph.D. 

The author has found from his own exp~rience that the 

student and his guidance teacher as well, if the school ~as 

one, a?*e often unaware of the vast strides which mathematics 

has made as a field of endeavor in 1ts own rigb.t in the pl:3.st 

two decades. 

Thus this report has been prepared to help the student, 
; 

teacher, parent, or anyone who is interested in career guid-

ance in mathematics in order that theym1.gnt have at hand! 

(1) a brief ~urnmary of the importance of mathematics to ever~ 

one; (2) some of tll.e major occupations employing young people 

with good mathematical backgrounds; and(:,) a summary of what 

one may expe,ct to find in courtsee which deal with so-called 

t•modern mathematicet•, which is Just beginning_ to have a 

great impact on the hie;ll school math curriculum. The writer 

has limited himself primarily to those occupations which 

require college undergraduate and graduate work in mathemat.ics 

in orde~ that the information given be more encompassing for 
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those listed. occupational opportunities requiring only 

high school mathematics are eo numerous and varied that one 

could write a good-sized book on them; hence the limit 

mentioned above was thought to be desirable. 

The writer wishes to ex.press his appreciation and 

gratitude to Dr. James H. Z:ant; Director of Supplementary 

Training Program for H1g;h School Science and Mathematics 

Teachers of the National Science Foundation, for his help

ful guidance, suggestions, and use of his supplementary 

materials in the·preparation of this report. 

G:ratitude .is a.lso ex.pressed to my wife, Ruth Ann 

Brubaker., !or her encouragem~nt and also her patience in 
. ' 

typing this report. 

This report is dedicated to my three children, Jayne, 

Darlene, _and Dav1d, who~ in a few short years, will 1ex.per-

ience the problems of our complex society. May they re-

alize, however,·the impact which mathematics has had on our 

society and enjoy the benefits thereof. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

PWhat can I do with mathematics?'! 11 What vocations 

require mathematical backgrouudst!t Tllese questions arise 

many times in the minds of youths tak1ne;their first course 

of high school mathematics and the time to answer the ques

tion is right then and there, not one or two or even four 

years later. 

In hiE! brief experience as a teacher thus far, the 

author has found that many high school students and their 

parents realize the necessity for studying mathematics but 

they know of very few occupational oppo:rtunities., oth~r 

than the various fields ,of engineering., in which a knowledge 

of mathematics is desirable or necessary. While these 
I 

careers do require a knowledge of mathematics, they are by 

no means the only., or perhaps., even the most important ones., 

from a mathematical standpoint. 

Even though a student does not plan to go to college or, 

if he does, does not plan tostudy mathematics or the science~, 

high f3Chool mathematics will never come amiss. Remember 

this: Mathematics and the way of thinking out a problem it 

teaches are essential for many different kinds of work in 

our technical age. Always needed by scientists and engi

neers, mathemat1ca:l. 1 training 113 now becoming more and more 
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im:portant in the social sciences and in business. A depart ... 
i 
: ment store used to guess how much merchandise to keep on 

: hand to get the most profitable result.a; now it can hire 

a11, !-• qpetrations research 11 · specia.11 st to make a mathemat'I!' 

ical analyf:l1S to decide the question. Factories which used 

to inspect every item that came off the assembly line Q~n 

now use statistical ''Cluali ty control H methods and ~ave a 
. -

lot of money. ISven if you don't become an engineer or a 

statistician, knowingJhat mathematics can do will be a 
. . . J. \ . _: -.--,.... . ~ 

g:reat hf3lp in busin~ss or an.y other care.er. t 

Now, back to the student who thinks he might choose 

mathematics as a career. For those who do eo, it 1s impor ... 

tant to point out that high school and early college under

graduate mathematics, with its emphasis on prop,lem solving, . . . . I 

is quite different from the pure mathe,matic s studied in a 

university and pursued by research workers who are profes-
, '' . . . -

sore at universities. This later mathematics is largely 

conc~rned with logic and abstract ideas;·. and the solution 

of proble~s playa a minor part. P,ople of real stature in 

this kind of mathematical research find the;r place as 

professors at our great universities; for it is in teach

ing particularly that advanaement to the higheflt levels 
. .2 

requires d1sting1,1ished performance in research. 

luathematics and Your Career; U.S. Department of Labor, 
Bureau of Labor Statistics. · 

2professional Oppo.rtunities !a. Mathematics; The 
Mathematical Aasoa1at1on of America, University_ of Buffalo, 
July;. 1959, p. 2. '· ·. · 

·•. i 
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For people with le.ss creative t~lent, there are. many 

opportunities for interesting and rewarding work in teaching 

on the high school and college level. Also fo.r the college 

gr~duate with a bachelor.' s degree in mathematics, it wlll be 
- -

seen,that there are many professional oppe>rtunities in indus-
. . '\ 

tria+andgovernmental positions. 
; I ., . , 

In passing, it might be well at this point to stress 

the importanc~ of college training in, other fields related 

to· mathematics. The mathematician, to be effeotiy.e in indus~ 

try, government, or university, must be a well-rounded person. 

While courses in 1analytic geometry, calcul,us, and differential 
. ') 

equations constitute a common mathematical background of all 

scientists and engineers, a·selection of courses from physics, 

chemistry, engineering, biology, pa,ychology; stat1st1ce, and 

economicJ:1 will usually be nec.~ssary to make the mathematician 
! 

effective in applied work. In industry and government the 

scientist and the engineer work in close cooperation; in 

actuarial work, and in many fields which offer jobs to young 

people with statistical training, a sound background in econ'.

omics is of grea~ val~e.3 

The purpose of this repqTt is to give the student an 

opportunity to read and compare the newer, as weir as the 

older, career opportunities available in iµathematics. 

It presupposes that the student will take all the ma.th

ematics offered in his high school, therefore eliminating 

:;Ibid~ p.J. 
I 
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the need for 11 make-up11courses in college. Only by 

.strengthening his mathematical background in high school 

~~ the student e4pect to take the college matheaiatice 

courses required fen· a given f'ield and do well in them. 

The need for a strong background cannot be overemphasi:z.ed. 

']!he author has also endeavored to show the recent in~ 

crease of op.portunl,tlee for women· in mathematical careers 

by including a eection Just for them, 

.In order that the beginning high school student and 

his parents may realize that a change 1s taking vla.ce in 

high school. ma,thematics content., the author has included a 

chapter on modern mll-thematics and some of the changes it 

will bring about. 

In each part, the character of the work is described 

and a rew suggestions are given as to the colleg~ courses 

the student would find helpfti.lin preparing himself'for 

that tleld. In most cases the author has purposeru.Il;y left 

out discussion of salaries because they vary so widely from 

. are~ to area and year to year. On~ can be eure, however, 

that the salaries are gr-atifying due to the demand for such 

people. 

The bibliogr-aphy at the end of this report lists mate

rials the author found helpful, which might also aid the 

atudent_if he wishes further information. 
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CHAPTER II 

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 

Part I: Opportunities in Mathematical and Applied Statistics 

Statistics is one of the newer fields of mathematics 

and has received much attention in this country during the 

last 25 years, although it has been developing in Europe for 

over a century. 

It deals with the mathematical examination and study of 

various kinds of problems involving the collection and clas

sification of data which arise in scientific research, in 

social and economic investigations (you have probably heard 

of the Gallup Poll, especially at election time), ln business 

and industry (you have no doubt heard of t •quality control''· 

ln automobile factor~es in which at certain intervals of time 

they test an item ta.ken from the assembly line), and in 

government worlc. 

Statisticians can be divided into two classes. The first 

is the class of mathematical statisticians who deal. with the 

theory of statistical formulas and methods, testing hypoth

eses and estimating unknown quantities according to the terms 

of probability. They also work out methods of applying these 

theories. The second class of statisticians includes those 

who apply the statistical methods already known in a given 
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1 f1t1ld. Sometimes a ·person can be placed in both olassea. it' 

he is an ex.p,rt in some fie.ld wherE:t etat~atics c_an be applied 

, and hae had. enoug~ ~tatist1ca1 training to be, able to use it. 

I Jtathem,tical statist1c1ane need a considerable amount 
i 
jot adv•nced mathemati(?s. Re.qu1rements include re.al and eom-
1 i . ' ' 
J1>le:x; Vl;l~iables., linear an.a, quadratic f'orma and matr1jt alge~ 

:bra; n-dim~nsiona.l Euclidean geometry, and m~aeu:re and 1,:nte

:g;ra.tion theory. These. subjectt: a.re essential for a thor., 

o~ underer~·and1ng of prob~billty; which 1, the basis tor 

1ma~hematiQal statistics,. and in order to understand them, 

the student must 1nolude a s.trong g~oup of unde,rgraduate 

,courses in math•matioe at l~ast through the O.alculus. 
I .. _ . . 

j The training_ of .the applied statistician includes basic 

courses in E!tatistice tog~ther with the tra:1.ning in the . ·, ~ ' . 

!fiel,d in which he intends t() apply_ his atat11:1:t.ios. Courses i. . . . " . . 

itn applied stattst1c;s 'b•yond the usual tntroduetory courses 

1n st.a.tis.tic$ l,nclude analysis of,' variance,· desig_n of exper

i1ment•h qua.11 ty control and engtneering_ stat1st1o.s, biometry, 

]surv,y 81:\mpling__ and 1 te app+lcl\\tiont. economic statif5t1c s,. 

:and p1ychometr1os. The student would not take all or thes, 
I 

\since they apply to many different f 1e.lds but would-- take 

:only \hose which are allied to his f-leld of application. 
I 
I 

I Jl~y _ uni vers1 ti ,li now of'f er cour~e s invo 1 v1ng applied 
I • 

1

s~at1·$t1ea; but fewer offer courses in mathem~tical ·st~~ 

rlat.ioe llec;a~ee they c,a.nnot f'ind qualified personnel to 

jt•ach them; -with the result that this is. one wide-open 

~1eld for interested students who are able to obt~in the 
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:Ph.D. degree,. 

The demand for statisticians is.great because it is a 

eomparat1v,1y new field and has undergqn~ tremendous growth 

due to interest in statistical methods in industrial quality 

control, desig~ of e~eriments 1n industrial research and 

devel~pment,. researc~ in the b1olog.1c.a1 sc1~nce~., collec1.1on 

and analy~e1;1 of government statistics, marke,t research and 

comme~c1al -sampl~ surveys., and psy9holog!c;:al testing. 

O.:f all these fields, 1ndu$tr1al q,µality control has 

g:r.own the fastest. In. any mass.-p;roduet..ion ~Hlt up. quaJ.1 ty 

control has. been one of many innovation~ used.to m~1nta1n 

uniform quality of the tho~sands of kinds of pieces 9t 

equipment.used. 
', .. /·. I. I • 

The Bell Telephone Oomp~ny has used it for 

'the last ~5 years and the auto-makers have been using it 

sine' World. \'far lll ·• 
· Q.ua:t~ ~l Qont~ol personnel need on~ or two courses tn 

e~t:neering • statistics in addition to u.sual chemical; elec~ 

, trioa.l; and meehanical enginee:ringeourses to meet the need~ 

of sta:tiatieal q,uality control work. 

i 
i 

Sta;t.1f:J.t1ce has long be~n ueed in business operations. 

I · Sampling methods are used tq obtain information on the buy"'.' 
. '. . . . 

. ing, and reading;habits of' the public at la.rg~ by taking 

1.urveys over certain s.m~ll areas all over th~ country. You 

are no doubt aware of the IJ.'.V ••ratings'' which a.re the 

result of this so~ of s~p;l.ing_. Statisticians with t,ra1n-

1ng .1n economics and the social sciences and in the a.ppl1-

c.at1ons o:f s~mpling· ar,· being sought for this kind of wor1;t. 



Part.'II. The Ma.thematician In Operations 
Res~arch and Indu~try. · 

Since a time ju&;1t prior to World W~r II, ~tteID.pts hav, 

:been m~de to pr~vide a ijC1ent1f1c basis for op~rations and 

management decisions. It hae come to be· c~lled 1 '0perat1ons 
l . . . 

1 
Research''· it.nd in many industries math~mat1etans · are working· 

in so .... c.all~d industrial laboratories. 

In indu,ijtry problems of plant control, production sched

uling, d1etr1but1Qn-, sa,.les p~omotion, and adverttzing, and 

even some bJ>oader policy questions have been studied by oper

' attons res~a;rch tea.ms. 

In military operations~ oper~tions re,search has been 

.used in dev1,1ng bombing :pp.tterns, developing_tacttcs for 

S\1bmar1ne warfare;· 13.cheduling tairplanes or 011 · tankers, and 

incorporating new inventions such as radar into effective 

opE;lJ"a.-~ionaJ. employment, 

.IJ!he m~thematician play~ an im1>9rtant role in trying to 

obtain numerieal solutions to equations of many typers and 

working on the deveJ.opment of mathematical modeJ.s to explain 

the structure Qf these industrial and military operation$. 

An industrial mathemat1e1an in the industrial laboratory 

1a '\'IOrking in the • 'big leagµes' • •· At the top level., he 

will primarily be a problem formulator or 1n other word$, he 

must ereate the problem in workable mathematieaJ. form. He 

8 



thus must havet a research trainingin pure or applied math-. . . 

ematica, as b;r-oad a backg;round aa possible, and !bove a1; 

fllse, he must have~ interest in the other man's problems ... 

as wholes,· not just their mathematical aspects. 4 He will 

be do1ng·creat1ve research which can be compared to the· 

univel'."sity Ph.D. who 1s doing aeademia research. Indeed, 

the industrial mathem~t1cian of this type must have a Ph.D. 

Other indu~trial mathematicians may find that they must 

solve as well as formulate problems which are of a difficult 

type.· 

For those who do not wish to do creative reseal'."ch or 

obtain a Ph.D. to _enable them to do· creative. research, there 

are many opportunities fo3: problem-solvers or computers who 

do rou'tine computing.,· sometimes with the aid of computers 

9 

and sometimes by the usual mathematical tools or manipulations. 

In addition to the tundamental courses of algebra, trig

qnometry, and the elements of calculus, the indu$trial math-

: ematician should have advanced courses, sueh as linear dif~ 

ferential equations with constant eocatficients, theory of 

functions of a complex: variable, and partial differential 

equations and their solutions in terms of orthogonal func

tions, such as Bessel functions and Legendre funet1ons. To 

these may be added Fourier and Laplace transforms, matrix 

algebra, and Boolean al.geb,ra. 

4J. w. Tukey, ''Mathematical Consultants, Computational 
JYJathEtmat,ics and Jfathematical Engineering, 1 1 American ™
ematiaal Jlonthly, 62 0955), 565-571. 
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I It. might. be well to mention here that many indust~les 

have adopt~d the ph1los'?phy that the more a person know,, 
. . . . 

the more valuable be is, w+th the result that thoa.a who show 

promise can aeq\11re advaneed training_ either while on the 

Job orat a un1v~re1ty_wh1ch offers the desireti material. . . 

1

.And_ the nice part about it iij the faet that the person 1s 

leo~$idered to be on the payroll and the ref ore 1 s at ill able 

to S1upport himself and/or his family, too. 

1 

_ To(;iay, no m,ntion of math~matioal opP9rtuni ti~s in 

j~nciust~y or operations research would be complete without 
I • . 

proper attention to electronic computers and data procesaing 

:m~ehines and the influenc_~ they have had and are having on 

industry, military operations, and D1athematics. 

Many p~ople have the impress.ion that the computer will 
/ 

tat~ a little information which someon~ ''feeds'' ·to it and 

;then give out ''~or~d-shattering~' results. This is. not 

'true. They are capable of performing remarkable feats, with 

&reat speed a.nd accuracy, but they must be told, in the 

grE1:at-e1:1t d,tailf e~~:t,ly what t.hey are to do~ 
. 

The newer computers have ''memories•' with ·the result 

that.all the operations which are to be.fed into the com

puter I11ust. b$ analyz.ed and ce>mplete instruQtions given to 

the.machine before it. o~ come up with the answer. This is 

called linear programming. 

Some of the characteristics of digital computers which 

might be of 1ntere~t. are: 

l,• They will perf(m·m, multiplication at speedf:1 some-r 



times·as fast as 3Q millionths of a s13cond. 

2. They have internal memories. somttimes of several 

thousand words (either numbetr~ or inst?"U:ct1on11}, 
,, I .• 

c;tnd e.xterna;l m:e.mor1es many tim~s ae, large. 
. . . . . . \ 

1t 

3, They are ~b.le. to follow instructions in succ~ssion, 

and set up automat1c11lly the propt,r connections 

between machine part~. 

4. If, at any point in.th~ calcul~tion, there are two 

or more alternative courses for the next operation, 

th~yw111 seleQt and perform the correct one a.ceord~ 
. . , ' 

ing to the conditions sp•c,ified in the instructions? 
\ . . 

C~n you ~ee now why the;y are ca.ll$d ••me.ehan1cal bra1ns"T 

The ac ceptano e ot computers. oaine d~ing, .:the Second 

, World War in. the f1~ld of balli,stios whiQh is the study o'f 

traj~Q~ories or paths of bulle.ts, bombs, eto~ M~y complex . . 

formulas w~re needed in a short time and computers were able 

to s:upply them. 

After the war, a few enligµ~ened men came to see the 
. ' 

importance of c;omputer~ in solving_complex scientific pl,'ob-

le~s and others saw changes that might be introduced into 

industry. 

The field of digital computers has taken g~eat $trides 

in the pa,st fifteen years. T1le widespread avatl~bility of 

these ma.chinee is having __ a broad imp~ot on applied mathematics 

5Jlina Re e:;1: • • D1g1 ta.l 6ompu"ters !. • ,. American MathematicAJ, 
MonthlJ,,. 6~ P~.55~,, 414 ... 423. 



an4 a K~~~t many m~thematies graduat~s are finding employ~ 

. ment. in comput1ns laboratories attached to industrial and 

.12 

' ' 6 
government establi~~ents. J. w. Tukey even goes so far al:$ 

to Sl,lgg.§:1-~t, that if the colleg~_s are to m,et. the nee,ds o; 

l,µduiatry. with rEU!peet· to men trained f 6.r computer work, then. 
,, 

a ne• field of.applied mathematics must be introduced which 

will lead to de~~es in what he chooses to ca1i ''mathemat-
. ' ' 7 

1cal • ~ or •~computational•' engineering.· 

A computer requires many m.en for its. operation. Of 

,ome of the more r~cent computers, ~t ts ~st1mated conser~ 

y~tiv~ly that: a staff of at least thirty persons p~r m~chin~ 

is ll:eeded. over 90% of tnese people mu~t pe>ss~s.e A.B. 1 s 9r 

M~A.'s in. mathematiQs and their work as coders and lower 

level proble$ analysts 1~ hign-level routine which requires 

a solid grasp of a substantial amowit of mathematics. The 

niat~ttm(lt1cs would be of the same nature as mentioned prev:-
, \ 

iously for indus.tr1a1 ~ngineers. 

Some wi1vers1ties are now offer1ng_Qourses in computer 

programming and teebn1ques for mathematics majors who wish 

to work with computer~ in 1ndu,try. 

Part III. Mathematicians In Government ,· 

The s;overnm.ent, like, industry, has tts ~aboratori~s 

· where it carries on research and much that was said qt math-

°'Rees, p. 1 L 

7Tl.lltf Y, P • 9 • 



euil~tiQians in industrial laboratories can be applied here. .. . . . 

T:tle e•sential di,tferen~~.s · ar~ that, as an employee of the 
' .. 

gov~rnment; the mathem1.tt1C1liUl has a civil serv1e~ position,; 

and that he has a greater variety.of oppqrtunity since the 

total sp~ead of gqvernment 1s so, broad • .Also it should be 

D).entioned thll-t many .. Jol>e are of a~ ad.mini strati ve nature. 
. . . ' . ,.·. ' .' 

Ea.ch year the gcrv~rnment invests heavily in research 

oarried on at universities or by 1ndustr1e$. Much o:r tnis 

work is under contract to the Department of Defense. In 

the unive,rsity;; such research is, u1:1ually carried on in a 

specially constituted part of the uni vers,ity by persons 

having IlO t~aQhing ~se1gnment~; \h~re ~re Qften openings 

for junior persons who. are interested 1~ applying their 

mathematics to mi11tary a.nd other prol.>leme of interest to 

the gover~ent and who may spend part of their time in grad~ 

~ate study.· 4 few in_dustria.1 laboratories have, been set up 

for the eam~ purpose. 

Most people enter1ngg9vernmenta.l service in mathematics 

can expeet their work to be of a computational nature and 

thus re.quire a. minimum of mathem,t1ea~ Judgm~nt. Th$. u,ua.l 

aour~es through diffe.rentia.1 equations and some work in math':' 

ematical statistiQ s a.l'6> desirable. 
' . ' 

If mor~ $.Xperienee and training are aequire.d, eepeoia:lly 

training in some field of physieal 1cience or engineering as 

well as mathematioa,, the, government mathem~t,1()1~ can rise 

to p9~1t1ons in higher g;r~des under the Civil Serv1eepl.an. 

A~ in the tie,ld of te~ching, which 1 s taken up in &neither 



part of this chapter, there are many o:ppo;rtun1t_1es for 
. . ' 

you,neerworkers to obtain in-service training, whichwi,11 

enable them to advanc~ to more d~s\):'able pos1tio:p.s. 

If the e.tud.ent wi~hes to learn more about the Oivi:\ 

Serviee prog~am, he should see his. guidance oounselo:r' or 

write to th.e R~gional Oivi-l Serv1ce Office nearest his com-

munity. 

part IV. Opportunities for Mathematicians· 
. In Th~ Ae.,tuari~l Profession 

The actuarial profession is. perhaps the most difficult 

mathe.~at1cal .career in terms of qual1t1e~ required for ~uc~ 

c~:i:Js. · In the words of· an indiv.idual already in the profes-.. 

sion, an ~o.tu~ry must pose$SS competent statistical and ma.th~ . . 

emat1eal c:;apacit.y, adequate economic and financial knowle:dge, 

and wide e,ociaJ. information. The suco~seful actuary has 

been further described as a person with a determined, lively 

and ing~nious mind a.nd a broad outlook. The reason fo.r add-. 

ins. a ijeparate sect:i,on for .the. actuarial profession rather 

~han including it 1n the section on statis'ti;oal oar~er qppor

tuniti~s is evident, I believe. beca.use thif:l profession 

requires so mueh more than J.µ,t a sound m.athematical baclt

g;round. Indi.eed, the student will usually not need mathematic~ 

beyond the- calculus, but all of.· h1 s work will require the 

Etxerqtse of reasoning_and Jud.&nent, similar to that uaed 1n 

his ,tudy ot mathematics. 

The actuary of a lite insurano.e company 1s responsible 



for ealculating the rates his company chargee a.ind f.9r pl.'epa.r

ing the tables or death rates upon which such eal.oul~tions 

are ba.sed. He alsq det~rminea the. benefits which the company 

offers on ~ts- various types of polieies and how much money 

must be set aside to as~ure payment of theEie benefits wh~n 

they must be p~id~ · He investigates the effect& of varioue 

physical impairmeI1.ts, occuJ?ational ha.,:z..a.rds, and ~ther unusual 
', 

r~s:1,.s upon .death rates. He al~o works wit~ the company's 

medioa.l officer 1h determining wbether .to ·aQcept .. or· :t>ejec.t 
. ',. ' ' ., • '., \ 'i' .' ·,, : . 

apl?t~oants for insurance. :tn.recent years the actuary has 

helped deveiop the new group insurance and pension plans 

which are a. part o_f the so"'.ca.lled ''fringe benefits•' in 

many- factories and busines~a3. 

The <la.~ualty or fire actuary does .the same things for 

this type of company. Since these types of insurance are 

revised annually_, the actuary in this field a.pends. most, of 

h1i time on the investigation of current experience and the 
'' 

ealculation of rates. 

There are actuarial positions in many of the· state 

insurance departments, which supervise and reg\llate the 

insurance busines1;1. The Federal governm~nts of both the 

United States .and Canada use actuaries in several departments, 

such ~s the Sooial Security Board, the V~tera.ns Administration,· 

the,. ~ilroa.d Retirement-Board, and the Bureau of the Census. 

An actuary may be independent and act as a consultant 

for s.everal firms which are not J,arge enough to afford ~ 

full~t,ime, .~otuary ~-



· ;I,f the student ·wi.13hE3S, he oa.n ohtain some ideas of t:ti.e 
' - . •, ,. . .. 

seope of· thEil actuary's work by consulting ~,.o,e.nt issues of 

the Transaation&. of the Society of Actuaries and Pro.oeedings 

of the Casualty Actuarial Society_.. They are ava11abl~ at 

many college libraries and offices of insurance eompani~s. 

Si.nee the.' insurance business has grown by lea.pa and 

bouncls with the formation of many new eompanies,_and e1tpan~ 

sion of older,companies, the actuarial profesa1on 1s not 

C:t'.owded and there appears to be no prospect of its becoming 

JO for many years. 

The training of an actuary is rugg~d. Professional 

status can be attained only by becoµiing a Fellow in either 
I , 

the Socie1:.y of AQtuaries or the Oasual~y Actuarial. Society. 

io b,eome a Fellow in the Soc1$ty of Actuaries one 

must pass nine e~aminations set by the Society and given. 

annu~lly. 'lhe first ttwee of these, known as preliminary 

~Jtamin~tions, consist of! 

1 •. a langµag~ aptitude eJtamination 

~. a geI1eral _ mathemqtic s ex~m1nat1on covering algebra, 

trig_onometry, analytical gctom~try ~ - and calculus, 

and 

]~ an examination covering p)'.'Obab\11ty and eta,t1st1cs. 

ThEl remaining six examinations which are more advanced 
' 

in, o;b.a.r,~ten, cove~ ~uoh topie~ as, f1:ru te d1(fe:reno,~, con ... 
' . -

~truct:ton Qf mo~a.lity ta.bl.es and ~onetary t,aplee, select1en 

of risks, ealculation of insurance premiums.,· investments,,· . . ' . - . ,. 

the equit~ble allocation ot d1-V1dends, life 1nsuranc19 ,·. 
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accounting, life insurance law, group insurance, social 

insurance, and pension plans. Upon completion of the first 

six examinations, the student becomes an Associate of the 

Society of Actuaries, and upon completion of all nine of the 

examinations he becomes a Fellow. 

Depending upon the studerit and the amount of time he 

devotes to study, it will take. f;rom four to ten years to 

complete the examinations. They are exacting and difficult, 

and becoming a Fellow is about equivalent to obtaining the 

Ph.D. The first three tests are best taken while the student 

is in college. The rest can be taken while he is employed 

in some actuarial capacity, since practical experience is 

valuable, indeed, essential in preparing for these examin~ 

ations. Some of the larger insurance companfes will hire 

promising actuarial students, give them experience in many 

departments while they are studying for the examinations 

and give them automatic pay raises as they pass them. 

Profe~sional status as a casualty actuary is obtained 

by becoming a Fellow of the Casualty Actuarial Society. The 

usual method is to pass their battery of examinations of 

which there are eight. Many of the casualty companies hire 

college graduates .as actuarial students although they do not 

have formal training programs. 

As mentioned earlier, college mathematics courses 

beyond the calculus are not necessary for the actuar1a~ 

student. Courses in mathematical statistics should be taken 

if possible. Some schools of higher education are adding 



courses in undergraduate and graduate work in actuarial 

science. 
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A thorough understanding of English composition is 

essential. A full year's course in economics, some account

ing, and a course in banking and finance will be useful. 

Any other courses the student takes should be a,imed at 

broadening his cultural background. 

For information about the preliminary actuarial exam

inations, the student should send for the booklet, Prelimin

ary Actuarial Examinations, published by the Society of Act

uaries, 208 South LaSalle Street~ Chicago 4, Illinois. In

formation about the examinations of the Casualty Actuarial 

Society can be obtained by addressing the Secretary-Treasurer 

of the Society at 200 East 42nd Street., New York 17, New York. 

The student can best learn about the training programs 

and actuarial student opportunities offered by the insurance 

companies by writing directly to the companies in which he is 

interested. 

Part V. The High School and College Teacher of Mathematics 

As in the case of other career opportunities 1n math

ematics, the teaching field is not crowded. In the years 

ahead, with college enrollments expected to double, the 

demand for well-trained mathematics instructors and professors 

is expected to far exceed the supply. 

'Whenever teaching is mentioned, a person usually gets 

around to the topic of salaries. While it is true that 



the schools usually cannot match the salaries in many of the 

areas mentioned earlier in this chapter, it can be said that 

they are improving and when one remembers that the school year 

1 is only nine or ten months long, the salary does not appear 

quite so bad. In reasonably- e;ood times a good mathematics 

teacher can often find attractive summer employment with a 

business or industrial firm to supplement his income. Als.o, 

in recent years and in the years to come, mathematics teachers 

can apply for summer institutes sponsored by the National 

Science Foundation which enable the teacher to not only earn 

extra hours of mathematics credit, but also be paid quite 

well for it at the same time. 

The teaching system in most states allows for a certain 

measure of security because of laws of tenure which require 

that a school board have very serious, specific reasons for 

dismissing a teacher. In many states, a pension system has 

been formed which is far superior to that of social security 

and can be maintained by the teacher at a smaller cost than 

those plans offered by insurance companies because school 

boards match or exceed the amount invested by the teacher 

himself. 

It might be mentioned here that if the student thinks he 

might like working with young people with whom there's never 

a dull moment, then by all means, he should consider teaching 

as a career. There is much satisfaction in seeing young 

people mature mentally and go on to greater heights perhaps 

through your efforts as a teacher. 
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The mathematics curriculum is in a period of moderni

~ation and new teachers in the field will have much to do 

with the success of the program. This also adds interest; 

for it ls always intriguing to try something new and see the 

results of such efforts~ The search for ways in which films 

and television can be used to improve mathematics instruction 

offers still another challenge to the mathematics teacher. 

Teaching requires a broad background, much as does the 

actuarial profession. Usually a teacher will prepare quite 

well in one field called his major and reasonc1bly well in one 

or two other fields, called his minors. 

The mathematics major usually takes college algebra, 

trigonometry, analytical geometry., calculus, differential 

equations, and modern algebra. Courses in projective geom-

1 etry and non-Euclidean geometry should also be included to 

get a broader outlook and appreciation of geometry. 

The junior college, college, or university teacher will 

be expected, as a general rule, to have a Ph .. D. or at least 

be working on it. He should have a thorough knowledge or 

back~round in the disciplines of analysis, geometry, and 

algebra; and he should have an understanding of their relat

ions to other subjects as well. 

The high school teacher of mathematics has the respon

sibility of introducing the student to mathematics, which 

involves problem solving, beyond arithmetic and of creating 

a taste for or delight in the subject. The college teacher 

then has the responsibility of training these students to 



undertake the careers mentioned in this chapter. He also 

will teach students of the natural sciences and engineering 

who look upon mathematics as a tool. 

The college teacher is often expected to further the 

knowledge in his field by doing research. In a smaller 

college, this will be a minor part of his endeavor, but in 

the university, this may be his major task~ He may also 

guide graduate students in their research work. 

College or university professors are perhaps more 

underpaid than high school teachers when the education 

requirement is considered. However, they enjoy the pleas

ures and advantages.of an academic life and they will have 

the security that is afforded by tenure rules and pension 

plans. 

Part VI. Opportunities for Women in Mathematics 
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· In the field of mathematics, as in many other fields of 

endeavor today, women are finding themselves accepted on a 

level almost comparable to men in many cases. They have 

proven their ability to handle a1most·all types of problems 

and find ready employment as problem solvers or computers. 

High school teaching is the mqst likely field in which 

women mathematicians are accepted on an equal basis with 

men. The salaries are the same regardless of sex. Oppor

tunities are available for women college teachers, but few 

are actually filled. 

There are probably more opportunities in business and 



government for women with mathematical training than there 

are in college and university teaching. If their training 

is in statistics, they are usually assured of employment; 

for women are read.lly accepted in this field as witnessed 

by the fact that about 10 per cent of the members of the. 

American Statistical Association are women. Industrial 

laboratories usually employ only women to fill positions in 

their computing groups. 

In government there also are many women in the lowest 

levels, where the emphasis is on computing under relatively 

close supervision. In the higher levels, because it is 

relatively hard to secure a well-qualified mathematician 

for many government positions, the head of agencies usually 

welcome women especially if their qualifications are mucp. 

better than those of the available men. Sometimes heads of 

governmental departments, as well as businessmen, hesitate 

to employ women except for the lowest level positions, but 

once a woman proves herself and is established in a higher 

position, she is usually fully accepted. 

The actuarial profession has accepted women into its 

ranks and some of them have attained prominence. Any 

limitations in opportunities has been due to the reluctance 

of insurance companies to assign women to executive duties 

and to positions requiring outside contacts. 

Women mathematicians then can expect to find ready 

employment in routine mathematical work if they have a 

B.A. or M.A., but will find that the top positions will be 

22 



much more difficult to attain because of the keen competi

tion with men and the reluctance of employers to hire them. 
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CHAPTER III 

MODERN MATHEMATICS., VrrlAT IS IT? 

Much mathematics taught in the high schools today is 

the same as has been taught for 200., yes., even 2000 years, 

and is referred to as ''classical mathematics••. While 

other courses have undergone changes to keep in step with 

the times, mathematics, until very recently, has remained 

the same for the simple reason that most people studying 

mathematics eventually proceeded to teach it and so the 

process went generation after generation. 

Within the past fifteen to twenty years., however, young 

mathematicians have found new opportunities mentioned in the 

previous chapter with the result that they ''mingled with 

the crowd'', so to speak, and found their backgrounds sadly 

out of date; for mathematicians pursued the new ideas with 

single-minded devotion; the teachers concentrated on the 

reformation and presentation of the old ideas, and there 

was no exchange of interests. With the world situation 

pointing up the n~ed for national security and an increase 

in technology, which in turn increased the need for more 

and better-trained mathematicians and scientists, the 

colleges and universities began to offer new courses with 

many new concepts in mathematics such as algebraic topology, 

group theory, the theory of sets, game theory, point set and 

24 
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combinatorial topology, the theory of matrices, abstract 

algebra, and many others which, collectively, have been 

called t 1 modern mathematics••. Most of these new concepts 

are now taught in our colleges and universities. Within the 

next five to ten years, at least an introduction to these 

concepts must and will be offered at the high school level, 

if the mathematics program is to meet the needs of the stu-

dents, particularly those who expect to take some college 

mathematics .. 

Some people in the field, for example, Albert E. Meder, 

Jr., also consider ''modern mathematics•• as being a new 

point of view as well as containing new subject matter con

tent since much of the classical mathematics is still invol

ved.a Mathematics is one of those subjects which builds 

upon its past and nothing is discarded. 

This is perhaps the best over-all way of looking at 

modern mathematics on the high school level, that is, that it 

ls a new point of view as well as new subject matter. 

Some of the new ideas which will be taught in algebra 

include such things as modulo numbers in which addition is 

not the usual addition, but has the same properties. Most 

readers will be familiar with the clock, so.let's use that as 

an example. A new number system can be made using only the 

numbers of a clock. It is called ••modulo 12 11 • Suppose 

8 Albert E. Meder. Jr.: ''Modern Mathematics and Its 
Place in the Secondary s.chool' 1 , Mathematics Teacher, vol. 
50\1957} pp. 418-423. 
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tu were asked to add '' 11 + 7' '. The first answer that us

lally pops into one's head is ''18 91 1 but remember that our 

tumber system only goes from Oto 11. Here's where our know

ledge of time and use of the clock comes in handy. If it is 

11 o'clock and you work for 7 hours, you know that you quit 

rt 6 o'clock. Therfore, 11 + 7 = 6 in our new number system. 

Perhaps you may wish to play around with this number system 

by constructing a table. Such a table may be constructed for 

multiplication, also. Watch your step, though. Remember no 

number beyond lt exists .. Examples are 2 • 2 is 4., 4 • 3 is 

0, 4 · 4 is 4., etc. 

Our number system is called a number system to the base 

10 since we use ten digits (0., 1, 2, 3, •.• 9). An interesting 

system is one which is to the base 2 containing only the sym-
, ' 

bols O and t. Our numbers are then 1, 10, 11., 100., 101 instead 

of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc. The number 1011 will mean: 1011=23 + 

2 + 1 or eleven, in the ordinary notation. This system seems 

strange and perhaps a little silly but its application to 

,computers has had a profound impact on mathematics as mentioned 

,in Chapter Two. This method of counting is necessary because 

computers count on electrical relays which have only two 

fingers 'off'• and •on' • 9 

This is only one of the new concepts and an application. 

9saunders MacLane: • 1 The Impact of Modern Mathemati~~ 
On Secondary Schools'•, :Mathematics Teacher, vol. 49,t19:;oJ 
pp. 66-69. 
Also James H. Zant: • 1 The Mathematics and Science Teacher of 
Tomorrow'', Mathematics Teach!ir, vol. 50~ 1957) pp. 426-431. 
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There are other concepts, both old and new, which will be 

included, such as, the study of inequalities and expressions 

involving the concept of absolute value, the properties 
I 
! (commutative, associative and distributive) of numbers, the 

real number line,order, and the coordinate system as used 

in graphing. All these concepts point up the idea that the 

•'new'• algebra will be a study of mathematical structure. 

For the first time since the advent of the curriculum 

in mathematics as we now know it, algebra taught in the 

freshman year will become a useful tool in geometry taught 

, in the tenth grade. The course will include some study of 

solid geometry since it (solid geometry) will not be taught 

as a separate subject anymore. · There will also be an intro

duction to analytic geometry which is the study of ge9metry 

on a coordinate system or, in other words, geometry from a 

graphical standpoint. 

Euclidean geometry is still present with many of its 

proofs, but the postulates, theorems, and axioms will be 

more precise and logically presented. 

Some attempt may also be made to obtain an appreciation 

by the student that spaces and geometries of the utmost 

variety and character are possible and useful. Most high 

school students are aware of what we call three dimensional 

space - a box, for ex.ample, has length, width, and height. 

However, what most students aren't aware of is the fact 

that there are other dimensions such as time, speed, etc. 

This idea leads to a variety of new concepts in geometry 
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with which the student should become familiar.· 

The eleventh grade course will contain much intermediate 

algebra and trigonometry since these two courses, as such, 

will be revised and parts of each course discarded. The 

student will learn more about number systems, particularly 

our own. Analytic geometry will be investigated farther 

than in geometry. The concepts of function, complex numbers; 

mathematical induction, and logarithms will be introduced 

and studied, 

The fourth year course is the most flexible course of 

the whole group. 

The first semester will usually be a further study of 

polynomials as functions and also trigonometric, exponential, 

and logarithmic functions. 

In the fourth year, there will be the further develop

ment of the notion of sets and their operations. There will 

be an increase in the amount of time and material devoted 

to probability and statistical inference since one of the 

most significant advances in mathematic&l research is that 

mathematics can now be applied to phenomena in which chance 

plays a role. 

Perhaps the most important idea to be incorporated in 

the new mathematics curriculum at all grade levels 1s the 

notion of~; important because it has applications in all 

branches of mathematics and even to various social studies. 

A set is really nothing more than an arbitrary collection; 

finite or infinite, of things. There is a definite vocab-
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ulary associated with sets. For example, the ''intersection•' 

of two sets is their common part; the ' 'union' 1 of two sets 

is the set including everything in both the original sets; 

and the ''complement!• of a set is everything in the larger 

set that is not in the smaller. With the words descri-bed 

above and their appropriate symbolism plus many others not 

mentioned, we have what is called an algebra of sets. 

The elementary notions of set will be introduced at 

the freshman level, or even lower, and developed further in 

i senior courses. 

Most of the ideas mentioned above has come from the 

material incorporated into the texts of the School Math

ematics Study Group. These texts are being used on an 

experimental basis in, many schools at the present time. 

While the material may vary somewhat in texts offered by 

other groups, the same fundamental ideas and concepts of 

modern mathematics will still be present. 

Modern mathematics can be said to be the mathematics 

: which mathematicians of today are using. Since nothing in 

mathematics is ever lost or becomes unimportant, the stu

dent will find that the high school mathematics curriculum 

, will include many new ideas and approaches, but still con

tain much of the old, thus enabling it to be fully relevant 

to the modern world. 
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